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The evolution since 1982, of far-UV laser photoablation of polymers is described. The experimental data
can be fitted by using a dynamic model which states that the irradiated interface moves at a rate
proportional to the difference between, the intensity reaching it, and the ablation threshold intensity It.
The screening effect of the ablated gaseous products is taken into account. The experimental etch depth
versus fluence, obtained with our new quartz crystal microbalance technique, can be fitted by adjusting
two parameters of this model; the mean absorption coefficient of the products fl and the so-called ablation
rate constant k, which is the etch rate for I It + MW/cm2. These two parameters are wavelength
dependent. The model allows also the calculation of the dose of absorbed energy as a function of depth in
the material. For each layer of the ablated depth, the dose absorbed before and after (reabsorption of the
gas products) ablation are distinguished. The dose of reexcitation varies highly with fluence and the
distribution of gas products broadens accordingly. However, primary products need to be studied. Surface
products are formbd on the final surface, during the postablation phase of the pulsed irradiation. The
probable mechanism of the evolution of excitation energy is discussed, with stress on the elementary steps
leading to heat production.
The perspectives of evolution of etching and patterning polymer surfaces by far-UV photoablation are

high in basic research and technology.

KEY WORDS: Photoablation, far-UV lasers, polymer, surface, dynamic model, etch rate, mechanism,
application.

INTRODUCTION

In the past six years, photoablation of materials with the high intensity UV light of
lasers has gained in popularity in many development and basic research laboratories.
This may be attributed to the recent progress made in the laser field and in particular
to the development of excimer lasers,2 which were born ten years ago. 3

Photoablation4 consists in the spontaneous etching that occurs upon the absorp-
tion, at the material surface, of a pulse of laser, light, whose energy is greater than the
ablation threshold value. The advantage of using UV light resides in the fact that the
ablation is strictly confined to the volume that absorbs the energy. Owing to the high
absorption coefficient in far-UV of many materials this volume is very small (of the
order of a fraction of a micron in depth). In other words, the laser energy is, for most
materials very densely absorbed at the surface. The ablative conditions are rapidly
reached during the excitation pulse and the volatile products eventually formed are
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quickly propelled outside the solid. Additionally, thanks to low thresholds of
ablation, focussing of the laser beam. is not necessary, and large surface areas can be
treated. A number of materials can be patterned by this technique, with a submicro-
nic resolution. 5 Applications of photoablation are already developed in many fields
like for instance, microlithography,6 microsurgery7 (keratoplasty,s angioplasty9 and
neurosurgery), micromachining of materials, vaporization of refractory solids2

(for the synthesis of new substances or thin films), and characterization of surfaces3

(LAMMA). Future applications are envisaged like the determination of the depth
profile of properties in materials. All these applications require a better understand-
ing of the interaction of the pulsed high intensity radiation (> 1 MW/cm2) with the
solid and this is the aim of the present basic research on photoablation.

Polymers, in general, have a strong sensitivity to UV laser photoablative condi-
tions. They have ablation thresholds (10-20 mJ/cm2) lower than that of metalsTM

(4 J/cm2 at 248 nm for copper) semiconductors5 (1.4 J/cm2 at both 193 and 248 nm
for silicon) and metal oxides superconductorsa6 (110 mJ/cm2 at 248 nm for
YBaCuO). They also have a much higher rate of ablation, which can be measured as
the ablated depth per pulse. 7

Biological tissueTM can also be "etched or cut beautifully with a high lateral and
depth resolution by UV-laser photoablation. These peculiar materials are consti-
tuted either of extracellular proteinic macromolecules or living cells and can be
viewed as polymeric gels, or polymer swollen with a large amount of water. The
presence of water, which is essentially non-absorbing in UV does not affect signifi-
cantly the course nor the cleanliness of the photoablative cut. Nevertheless, the
threshold of ablation is increased by a dilution effectx9 (100 and 500 mJ/cm2 at 193
and 248 nm respectively for the cornea tissue). The mechanism of ablation of these
materials is expected to be somewhat different from that of the ablation of plain
polymers.
Both synthetic polymers and biological materials are very sensitive to heat. In

many cases it was seen that UV-laser photoablation does not damage these sub-
strates.2 A chemical modification2 occurs at the etched surface in a film whose
thickness is limited to a few thousands of angstroms or less.22 Sometimes, melting of
the surface, taking place during the laser pulse, is seen over a fraction of a micron.
When the polymer is swollen with small molecules, the fast evaporation of the
solvent efficiently cools the excited interface.
The present main concern of basic studies is to validate a detailed mechanism. The

time dependence of photoablation was predicted to be in the picosecond range by the
theoretical model of Garrison and Srinivasan23 in 1985 and was confirmed, experi-
mentally24 in 1986. For the nanosecond pulses of the excimer laser, the process can be
viewed as occurring continuously during the absorption of the excitation pulse and
not like an explosion taking place after the absorption of the radiation. Therefore, as
suggested by Keyes et al.2 the interface is moving during the irradiation. The use of
picosecond and femtosecond pulses may lead to ablation with a different time
profile. In fact, the experiments have shown that the instantaneous intensity only is
important. And this is also in agreement with the dynamic model developed by
Sutcliffe and Srinivasan.26
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TIME DEPENDENT MODEL OF PHOTOABLATION

It is now clear that laser photoablation with far-UV (180-300 nm) is a dynamic
phenomenon due to the high intensity of the pulsed radiation. It is triggered when the
peak intensity I reaches the ablation threshold (of the order of 1-2 MW/cm2 for
highly absorbing polymers). The irradiated interface moves as long as the intensity
that is falling on it, is exceeding It. Figure 1 shows an instantaneous picture of the
ablation phase and, in Figure 2, are defined the three phases (I, II, III) of the
phenomenon: preablation, ablation and postablation. During I and III, the
substrate surface does not move, but it receives some energy at an intensity lower
than the ablation threshold. During II, the moving’interface must see a radiation
intensity I(t) Io(t)e-0’0, which takes into account the screening effect27 of the
expelled products whose absorption coefficient is fl(t). Io(t) is the intensity profile of
the pulse, and x(t) is the position of the interface at time t, referenced to the initial
position. During ablation this intensity is above It and the rest of the incident laser
energy must be absorbed by the expelled fragments 10(0(1 e-(t)xt) (screening
effect). As indicated in Figure 2 the instantaneous speed v can be assumed to be
proportional to the difference between the laser intensity reaching the surface and
the threshold of ablation:

v k(Ioe- It).
Here v is expressed in ,Zdnsec, fl(t) is the dynamic absorption coefficient of the
expanding gas phase (a,/,eraged over the gas phase thickness), x(t) is the position of
the interface at time t and k is the rate constant expressed conveniently in A. nsec--

PHOTOABLATION
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Excited volume
Figure 1 Instantaneous picture of photoablation with the far-UV radiation of the excimer laser, based
on the model of the moving interface, whose rate is proportional to lo(t)e-’ It.
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Figure 2 Time profile of the intensity (curve 1) of an excimer laser pulse (193 nm, 200 mJ/cm2) with the
three excitation phases of the ablation process; preablation, ablation and’postablation. Ablation occurs.
when the intensity reaching the surface (curve 2, from the model applied to PET), after absorption by the
gas products, is larger than the threshold/,. The lower window shows the instantaneous rate of the moving
interface computed from the model fitted to PET, for same laser pulse.

M’W- cm2. An important aspect of this model is that the absorption of the light and
ablation are simultaneous in II.

DYNAMIC ABSORPTION

In I absorption only occurs and it obeys a dynamic Lambert-Beer law I(t)
lo(t)e-4t)x, x being the distance below the surface at which the energy is transmitted
and or(t) the dynamic absorption coefficient of the solid. At the high intensity of the
laser, the absorption coefficient can be highly modified by the energy already
absorbed. Figure 3 shows several expected dynamic behaviour of the absorption
coefficient of a solid polymer, under high intensity irradiation. The change can be
only transient, as the one due to short lived electronic excited states or radicals, or
can be permanent, as the one due to the formation of new c.hemical structures. As a
direct consequence of the dynamic character of the absorption coefficient, those
measured at low intensity (from the absorption spectrum) are almost useless in
interpreting the dynamic measurables of photoablation, like intensity threshold It
and ablation rate constant k. The experiments show that there is absolutely no
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Figure 3 Probable time profile of the absorption coefficient cr of the solid polymer under irradiation. (1)
a constant; (2) Increase and recovery of the initial value; (3) Transient and permanent increase; transient
decrease "bleaching of the material."

correlation between ablation rate or threshold and these coefficients. Attempts to
measure the dynamic coefficient of the polymeric substrate are reported by two
groups.2s,29

ABLATION THRESHOLD

The threshold of ablation (peak intensity threshold) represents the minimum energy
per unit of time and volume required to overcome the reformation of the polymer
broken bonds and to give to the products enough kinetic energy to escape from the
irradiated volume. The volumic threshold is given by

It(t1) o:(tl)lo(t)
It is also a dynamic quantity and its value is therefore not predictable from the low
intensity coefficient a,(0), since or(q) depends on the energy already absorbed at
time t:

E,(t) fo’lCr(t)Io(t)dt
We see that the ablation threshold can be reached dynamically by an intensity
induced absorption. This explains why some polymers that are poorly absorbing at
low intensity have relatively low ablation thresholds. This is the case of poly(methyl
methacrylate) which is weakly absorbing at 193 nm and almost nonabsorbing at
248 nm and has nevertheless low ablation thresholds as indicated in Table 1. The
experimental threshold can be expressed in intensity or fluence since these two
numbers are proportional.
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Table 1 Ablation thresholds Ft in mJ/cm (fluence threshold) and low intensity absorption coefficients trin
cm-1 for various polymers at two wavelengths of the excimer laser

PS PC PET PI PMMA PPQ

193 nm

248 nm

a 8 x 105 5.5 x 105 3 x 105 4.2 x 105 2 103 0.28 x l0
Ft 10 16 17 27 27 27
a 6.3 x l0 x 105 1.6 x 105 2.8 x 105 65 0.16 x 105
F, 57 56 22 65 200 37

PS: polystyrene.
PC: polycarbonate.
PET: poly(ethylene terephthalate).
PI: polyimide.
PMMA: poly(raethyl methacrylate)
PPQ: polyphenylquinoxaline.

The experimental threshold is the minimum pulse energy that produces ablation.
Of course, this is not independent of the sensitivity of the means that is used to detect
the onset of ablation. We have recently demonstrated that the quartz crystal
microbalance3’32 is the most sensitive technique to record the ablation of minute
amount (less than 1 A per pulse) of material. Much lower values than those obtained
with other methods (profilometry) were measured (see Table 1).

Etching of non-absorbing polymers (for instance polyethylene, polypropylene,
polytetrafluoroethylene, etc.) or etching by using longer wavelengths (>300 nm)
requires a much higher intensity in order to reach the threshold of absorbed energy.
In these cases, the chances of bulk damage, by photochemistry, thermolysis, or
dielectric breakdown, are increased. However, the recent development of new
femtosecond lasers, has allowed coherent two-photon absorption leading to a clean
photoablation3 at a wavelength (308 nm) that is not absorbed by PMMA at low
intensity.

PHOTOABLATION RATE

The aim is to relate the instantaneous rate of ablation to the incident intensity. In the
dynamic model introduced above, the speed of the moving interface can be used to
characterize the rate of ablation. The integration of this quantity over one pulse gives
the measurable etch depth. Profilometry32 and Scanning Electron Microscopy33

have been used, since 1982, to appreciate the etch depth per pulse. Since they lack
precision for measuring low etch rate, we have recently developed a new technique
which is based on the use of a quartz crystal microbalance.22 It has shown a superior
accuracy in measuring the etch depth for the polymers listed in Scheme 1 at two
wavelengths of the excimer laser (193 and 248 nm). The curves giving the etch depth
as a function of fluence for poly(ethylene terephthalate) are displayed in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 for 193 nm and 248 nm respectively. They are very similar in shape, but 248
nm etches the polymer faster. Up to approximately one Joule/cm2, they both can be
fitted .by the dynamic model of the moving interface defined above, with the aid of
some approximations given below. The etched depth is given by integrating the
instantaneous speed of the interface on the pulse duration and taking an intensity
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P5 polystyrene

PC polycarbonal’e

PPQ. polyphenyi quinoxaline

PET poly(ei’hylene ter,ephthalate)

,C,90-CH-CH-O-
Scheme

profile as given in Figure 2

d(F) v(t)dt, where F is the fluence.

The pulse intensity profile (taken from Ref. 26) is identical at 193 nm and 248 nm and
approximations were taken as follows. A possible reflection of the laser radiation at
the polymer surface is neglected, fl, k and I are considered as constant. A good fit
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Flgtnre 4 PET etch depth per pulse vs log fluence of the 193 nm radiation. The solid line is the computed
curve by using the model of the moving interface.
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Figure 5 PET etch depth per pulse vs log fluence of the 248 nm radiation. The solid line is the computed
curve by using the model of the moving interface.

gives an averaged value of/, absorption coefficient of the gas phase products, and k
the ablation rate constant, fl quantifies the reabsorption of the upcoming part of the
pulse by the ablated fragments during their flight in the laser beam. The constant k,
defined as the rate constant, represents the rate of ablation for an incident intensity
of 1 MW/cm2 over the threshold value. The threshold of ablation is determined
experimentally and the fit gives a unique couple of values for fl and k. These para-
meters, for poly(ethylene terephthalate) are displayed in Table 2 for two different
wavelengths. Similar fits have been obtained for other materials and the parameter k
will be exploited to compare different polymers and to compute the averaged
dynamic absorption coefficient a,(t) of the solid polymer. However one of these fits,
which are excellent, is not completely satisfactory at the high fluence (> 1 J/cm2) of
the 193 nm radiation, whicti is the most densely absorbed by either the gas fragments
or the starting polymer. This probably denotes the apparition of the contribution of a
new ablation mechanism and is confirmed by the curve of the degraded depth
displayed in Figure 7 showing a dramatic increase (see comments below) in this range
of fluence. In particular we may think of a plasma mechanism as previously put

Table 2 Ablation rate constant and averaged coefficient of the re-
absorption of the expanding fragments of ablation

PET 193 nm 248 nm

/3 cm-a 1.2 x 10 0.5 x 105
k A ns-X MW-1 cm 22 25
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forward by several authors3 in the case of ablation of semiconductors or metals. This
hypothesis, however needs turther investigation.

PHOTOLYSIS PRODUCTS

There are two types ofproducts. Gas products that are expelled from the solid during
ablation and solid products that remain on the new surface and are formed mainly
during the postablation phase; stable products that can be isolated by condensing the
gas phase3 and analyzed, are not primary products of ablation since they have
undergone many collisions and reexcitations; unstable transient products are
specially formed in the gas phase and can be seen by fast spectroscopy techniques,
like fluorescence36 and laser induced fluorescence37 or can be detected when the
ablation is, performed in a mass spectrometer,as They are constituted of a complex
mixture of fragments ranging from single atoms to molecules of larger size (solid
particles have also been seen). Since they are expelled in the laser beam, they
reabsorb many photons before the end of the pulse, and are consequently trans-
formed. Figure 6 gives the proportion of energy absorbed by one single layer before
and after ablation. Since the high intensity absorption coefficient of PET at 193 nm is
not available, the calculation was done by using the low intensity one, which is high
and therefore presumably relatively independent on time or intensity. We see that
even at moderate fluence (100 mJ/cm2, for PET) the primary products of ablation
reabsorb a considerable amount of incident energy. It seems unlikely that they

PET 193 nm 100 mJlcm2

0 surface

S

0 1000 2000

DEPTH (,)
Flgur 6 Profile of the deposited energy, as a function of depth into a PET sample, integrated over one
laser pulse (193 nm, 100 mJ/em2). Curve is the energy accumulated before ablation. Curve 2 is the total
dose accumulated and the difference between 2 and 1 is the energy absorbed by the gaseous products
during their flight outside the irradiated volume. Curve 3 is the total energy accumulated under the final
interface. These data were obtained b usin the model of the moving interface, and for simplicity an
absorption coefficient equal to 3 10’ era--, the low intensity value, was used.
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survive very long to this reexcitation. The curve of Figure 6 is computed by using the
dynamic model presented before. We can see from this graph that each ablated layer
does not receive the same dose of energy and necessarily does not give the same
distribution of products. From this model, we can therefore predict that the
identification of the gas products is complex since it depends on many parameters
like fluence, depth and, of course, the environment (air or vacuum). Despite this
complexity, there is a high interest in products determination for the elucidation of
the mechanism, the toxicology in medical applications39 and the contamination4 by
redeposition in the technological applications. By using a fluence close to the
ablation threshold, one may be able to collect gas products close enough to primary
ablation products, since in this case reabsorption is minimized.
Among the primary products C2 (from PMMA), C2 and CN (from PI) have been

tracked by laser induced fluorescence.37 Their velocity distribution is peaking at
about 0.8 crn//zs or ablation of PMMA at 248 nm at a fluence around 100 mJ/cm2.
Upon rising the fluence, this value is expectedly increased. Velocity distribution of
larger molecules like methyl methacrylate (from PMMA) or styrene (from PS) were
studied by time of flight (TOF) mass spectrometry or picosecond laser ionization
TOF mass spectrometry.3 The results agree to demonstrate that the velocity
distribution is narrower than that of a Maxwell-Boltzman distribution of a high
temperature thermal equilibriuln. In general, larger fragments are expelled at lower
speed. This high average speed (appr. 1000 m/s) of the gas products distribution is
acquired during the pulse duration. The etched substrate therefore undergoes a
transient stress that has been measured24 and used to appreciate the time profile of
the ablation phenomenon. The polymer to ablate was put on a fast pressure sensitive
detector made of piezoelectric polyvinylidene fluoride. The signal was as short as the
excitation pulse. Some recent experiments,4 based on a fast refractive index
measurement have shown that at moderate fluence (<1 J/era2) no free electron is
produced in the gas phase indicating that no plasma is generated. However,
molecular ions may be present as the result electron transfer occurring during the
collisions.
The solid products, remaining on the surface, are formed by excitation with the

postablation part of the pulse (phase III in Figure 2). In the case of poly(ethylene
terephthalate),2 their stoechiometry was studied by X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS) in different conditions of fluence and wavelength and their solubility
was determined by using the. quartz crystal microbalance.3 They are contained in a
thin layer whose thickness is around 1000/ (related to the penetration of the light)
and are composed of a mixture of oligomers. They contain more carbon atoms than
the original polymer owing to the formation of inert molecules like CO and CO2
upon photolysis (Figure 8). From scanning electron microscopy pictures of the
surface, it is evident that they are formed in the liquid state. A striking experimental
fact is that the formation of these products increases abruptly (as measured by the
thickness22) when the fluence is several times the ablation threshold as seen in Figure
7. This sudden efficiency is attributed to the melting of the polymer surface which, by
increasing the molecular diffusion would disfavour the recombinaison. A second
unexpected effect is the increase that is seen at much higher fluence (>1 J/era2) for
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Figure 7 Soluble depth (in acetone) as a function of fluence obtained by far-UV irradiation of PET
surface at 193 and 248 nm.
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Figure.8 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) Ols/Cls intensity ratio, as a function of fluence, of
PET surface irradiated with the 193 or 248 nm radiation. The sampling depth of the XPS technique is
o A.
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both 193 and 248 nm. It cannot be due to an increase of the postablation energy since
a high dose low intensity irradiation does not solubilize more than 1000/, at the
surface. This is probably due to the penetration of a radiation of longer wavelength
which would be produced in the vicinity of the surface during the ablation phase. This
is possible if a laser supported plasma is formed in the plume of gas products, or at the
surface of the polymer, like in the case of other materials3 at comparable fluence. An
intense luminescence of longer wavelength may then penetrate deeper in the bulk.

MECHANISM AND THERMAL EFFECTS

The energy diagram of Figure 9 displays some of the elementary processes following
the absorption of a far-UV photon. Upon absorption of a far-UV photon0), a direct
decomposition () into primary products is possible if the excited moiety is located at
the surface of the material and if one of the products is small enough to be volatile. If
the chromophore is embedded in the polymer subsurface, part of the energy of the
absorbed photon is dissipated very quickly (a few picoseconds) into heat by the
vibrational relaxation (), or leads to a bond breaking by pathway ) or (). If the
radical pair formed is sufficiently "free," which is the case of polymers with large free
volume or melted polymer, it can live longer and avoid recombinaison to give
degradation products (). If it has no freedom, like in solid polymers, recombination
t) is the most probable event, and thermal energy is generated. Thermal energy is
then principally produced by vibrational relaxation () and ) recombinaison of
broken bonds (). However from these sources, () is the quickest since the excited
state S and biradicals can store electronic potential energy during their lifetimes that
are of the order of nanoseconds or tens of nanoseconds. Absorption of a second
photon () leads to a similar behaviour.

This diagram leads to a complicated kinetic scheme which is still far from being
completely understood. We can say that, as a general trend, a low intensity

Eond breoking
_I

Produc

Figure 9 Energy diagram of the elementary events following the asorption of or 2 far-UV photon. (1)
One photon absorption (Is); (2) Vibrational relaxation to the first excited state level (ps); (3) Internal
conversion (ns); (4), (5), (6) Dissociation or bond breaking (ps or ns); (7) Products formation; (8) Cage
recombination; (9) Second photon absorption which can be followed by the same set of events.
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irradiation favours a quantitative thermal coupling, whereas a high intensity photo-
lysis supports an efficient degradation which is necessarily accompanied by a
proportional, but small, heat production in the solid. Despite this thermal coupling,
ablation without melting of the surface of PET was seen at the low fluence of the 193
nm radiation.2’42 Higher fluence leads to a clearly visible melting of the surface. The
so called thermal loading has been measured by several authors.3 This scheme is
valid for far-UV photons whose energy is much larger than that of the first excited
state. A radiation of longer wavelength would require the stepwise absorption oftwo
or more photons, which has for main consequence to permit a more extensive
vibrational relaxation at each step giving more thermal effect. Delivering the far-UV
photons in a shorter pulse should not basically change the scheme although the
dynamics leading to ablation may be altered. In this particular case the two photon
absorption, taking place preferentially at the surface, may help significantly the
ablation.

PERFORMANCES OF POLYMER FAR-UV LASER ABLATION

Many researchers are interested in laser ablation as an etch tool. The photoablative
behaviour of a given polymer can be characterized by the rate of ablation, experi-
mentally given by the etch curves like those of Figures 4 and 5. The lateral resolution
of the etching is submicronic and it is not limited by the thermal effects ofthe ablation
step. High aspect ratio can be readily achieved. Figure 10 shows scanning electron
micrographs of various polymers (PET, PS, PI) that were etched by many pulses at
193 nm, through a 400/zm pinhole. In all cases, the etch depth can be very well
controlled by adjusting either one or all of the following parameters; fluence,
repetition rate, dose. The interface moves evenly over the irradiated area, by a
discrete amount at each pulse.
Some polymer like PET develops a curious granular structure upon ablation. This

phenomenon, which is due to the presence of crystallinity in the polymer film, offers
a new type of rough surface having interesting properties. Similarly, inho-
mogeneous polymers or materials containing impurities or small particles are etched
unevenly. In some cases the formation of conical structures at the surface was
observed.’5

CONCLUSIONS

Photoablation of polymers with the high intensity far-UV radiation of an excimer
laser is a spontaneous etching of the irradiated surface, which results from the fast
degradati.on (within picoseconds) of the collectively excited chains into volatile
fragments. Ablation occurs only when the absorbed intensity surpasses a threshold
which is characteristic of the polymer. The experimental data are supported by a
dynamic model (picosecond timescale), which considers that the surface being
ablated moves at a speed which is proportional to the fraction over the threshold, of
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A. PET 100 prn B. PET prn

C. PS ;100 tJm D. P! prn
Figure 1O Scanning electron micrographs of polymer suaces etched with many pulses of the 193 nm
radiation of the excimer laser (200 mJ/cm2) through a 400 /zm pinhole mask. (a) poly(ethylene
terephthalate); (b) high magnification of the PET surface showing the roughening obtained by ablation;
(c) polystyrene; (d) polyimide. Note that the surface of these two polymers remains smooth after etctiing
by photoablation.

the intensity effectively falling on the moving interface v k(lo(t)e-Ix(t) lt) (taking
into account the reabsorption by the gas products). By integrating the rate law we can
synthesize the etch curves, accurately measured with the microbalance. Two para-
meters fl and k can be extracted for a given couple of polymer and wavelength. From
this model, was computed the deposited energy as a function of depth under the
starting surface. A considerable part of the incident pulse is reabsorbed by the gas
products.
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